
Q7: I would like to see more

ids hanging out outside of school
Individualized progress/updates. Not just a blanket mass email
More course choices such as fashion design.
Flexibility in high school Options - they could take Science/Lab with Compass online and in person but the rest of their classes they choose like 
regular Options
There were plenty this year just kind of far from my area. Hope some are closer.
More activities and field trips for students who don’t live near Los Angeles. Like the San Diego scholars
Weekend Field Trips, if possible
Music lessons of possible
art contest
Organization and consistency from one school year to the next.
More help for the 504 plan people
Meet and greets in san diego
Field trips in our aream
I think ccs offers a lot of great activities keep it up!
Added math elective for Navigator program
more of resses and labs every day
vendors for options
HAPPY....AS...IS
Everything is good
We are an options family in Inyo family and as of now there are not many opportunities for us in this area. I could see how it would be super cool to 
be an options family in Riverside or an area where there are tons of field trips etc. I know there is not much up here but as more family join 
compass from Inyo, it would be great to have things closer by.
More speaker options when testing
A lending library!!! Most of the other schools have them. And they allow you to try lots of curriculum without eating into your funding. Like I would’ve 
loved to try Logic of English before having to spend a sizable amount of funds on it.
An Options program for highschoolers
I do not partake, or enjoy any of the option above so I have no answer.
Summer school classes
availability of CCS to Northern and Southern California
hands on technical courses-such as "codecademy" of "Free code camp" for credit.
Park days for local families to meet
Respect for the teaching staff from Senior Management, for years we have asked to plan PD's and management thinks that sitting on a committee 
talking about rewards is planning. It isn't. We have more experience about education than anyone on SM and it shows. Be humble and let people 
with experience plan.
P.E. Vendors, an on-site writing workshop, & suggested reading material connected to a field trip &/or prepared content by Compass Staff.
Emphasis on learning standards before orders are placed
An options program for high school students
Well prepared enrichment class options
Small Mastermind Groups/ Study Groups
interaction with other Compass scholars in the area
Amazon as a vendor - other charter school has them.
Creative electives, Cooking, crafts, sewing, art(Not art history).
subject diversity like health, social studies, art, or music
Field trip ideas for kids who don't wish to go in groups.
non-academic electives
choices for accelerated math & english classes
More options in the San Fernando Valley
Love the learning labs
Take pictures of all classmate to save in the memories
More vendors on approved vendor list
College courses, dual enrollment; high school internships for career exposure
ability to take both ccs online and vendor classes, per parent requests



Q12: I/we will be returning because...

Because I can prepare for a better future.
I'm happy with the program and the freedom it gives me to home school the way I want.
We like the ability to be involved with our child's education and safety with everything going on in the news.
Senior student
I/we are satisfied with everything/one that is from CCS!!
love the creativity and teachers and flexibility
Works well for me
because i learned a lot and the teachers helps a lot as well.
This is a school program that I am satisfied and happy with.
My student has truly enjoyed her experience with Compass and it has also helped her organize
 and schedule her time around school and other activities it has also given her a self esteem boost in her feelings toward school.
I enjoy online school and CCS is helping prepare me for college
I love how much my child is learning and the teachers are really amazing with the provided learning labs and it's a chance for them to get 
interaction. CCS is a great school.
Compass Options gives a good funding level coupled with high flexibility of courses and ease of providing samples and meeting with our ES.
We are really excited to continue to grow using alternativehands on educational tools
Compass provides an exceptional education for my students.
the school is very helpful and kind
The program is great.
I enjoy learning in the positive environment and the free pacing
Great program. Works very well for our specific needs and schedule
Great attention to learning
Meets our fluctuating scheduling needs.
This program is great! I love the school and the staff. What I particularly like is that it fits our lifestyle. And most of all my son loves it and wants to 
stay. That is huge!
you guys have an amazing school that everybody loves and wants to continue with.
My son deserves the best and this is it.
this is the right for my family
Our scholars have a setting in which they thrive with Compass.
I really like the balance between the support, accountability, and flexibility Compass offers.
My  daughter wants to try another school.but it's not sure yet.
Were satisfied about the  Learning Progress of our son.
Our children really enjoy the program.
We've established a rapport & are very satisfied with the personal attention given to scholars for their academic success.
homeschooling is an amazing bonding experience!
I am completely satisfied with our first year at Compass and want to continue the Options program next year. I appreciate the flexibility, freedom 
and choice of vendors.
This school works best for us!
I will return because I like the teachers and the class
Good fit for my family
Wyatt has excelled at CCS. The teachers, curriculum, and one-on-one time with students far exceeds our experience at public school. Keep up 
the great work.
-no bullying
-go at my own pace
-travel abilities
We absolutely love Compass. Our EF, Amy, is amazing and is always there to help with anything we need. Jeanne, and the vendor department 
are also pretty awesome! Our EF and the vendor department, play a huge part in why we think Compass is the best for our family.
Got to focus on interest more so feel it was a very successful year!
We like homeschooling verses public
We love our Navigator teachers and EF's!
Individual attention and pacing. Experience opportunities. Flexible scheduling.
We may be moving.
awsome school with great support. teachers clearly go above and beyond communicating and giving positive enforcement
Home in my area is a better environment to be instead of school.
The school is a healthier alternative
Because they teach really good. The freedom and my kids are safe home??



Best homeschool program
My son loves the programs / classes that are offered in your vendors lost
Our kids like the school
Because mass slaughters in our schools are a more than once-yearly event.
I don't want to return to regular school.
I can't handle public school
the Options program was a good combination of class experience and home education for my children.
The program work for me.

The kids are asked to schedule school and clubs/ labs. I feel like the labs and special interests online activities are helping them both cpmw out 
of their shells. They both competed in the Talent show (unexpected) and look forward to online recess. I love the teachers involvment to keep 
them excited about school.
I will be returning because i think its a great school to help kids learn and grow
I love how helpful all the staff is and my students learns so much more than he would in public school. Its so flexible with the schedule too. We 
do what is helpful for the student less distraction and more learning, and I like how CCS makes learning fun!
Because it's easier for my mom.
I like the system and the way there is a bit more one on one interaction on CCS than on brick and mortar. Also, most of the teachers are very 
helpful and supportive.
We love the Navigator Program
It is a good system for me and it has help me.
We really like this school.
it is effective and helpful for my daughter to stay in homeschool at this time.
its a amazing online schooling
I enjoy the homeschooling program, as I like to or work better alone on assignments. I also like that I can work somewhat to my own pace.
We love CCS and our EF Amy Wormald!!
CCS Options Program is the right fit for our family.
I enjoy CCS , I like/trust my counselor,  and ccs has helped me plan / prep for college and helped me get into programs that other schools dont 
offer
Depends on program needs
Very good fit for family
I love the teachers and counselors.
My son and I really love the flexibility of the program
The school has provided my son with a great home learning experience. The teachers and staff are encouraging and helpful in all areas.
The options program was/is a great fit for our family.  We had homeschooled previously to joining compass and this program allowed us to 
homeschool, gave us more resources and will give the kids the back-up of a public school/charter school transcript should we ever need it.  Our 
EF (Susan) has been very helpful over the year and we are looking forward to adding our youngest child into the mix next year.
We absolutely love Mrs.  Hooper. She has been the best teacher and I wish she could teach all grades so my kids can stay  with her, they also 
love her.
The improvement my son has made in his overall self, not only academically is remarkable.
Compass works well for us and is the right school. There is no need to change a thing.
This has been the most positive experience we've found so far.
I think it's the best option for my children right now. Plus we love Compass Charter!
I feel my scholar is ahead of kids in brick and mortar schools.
Senior year
My child is more focus and isn’t bullied, feels more comfortable and confident about himself.
I want to finish my high school years in CCS.
We love CCS and it is the perfect place for our family.
we've had a very positive experience
The teachers and families
We love the Navigator community of families and teachers in Santa Ana
Loved the whole CCS experience this year...  Especially appreciate Kim Knoller...  Kym Knoller has been an exceptional teacher...  

We love the curriculum flexibility of CCS. We love field trips/ activities.
We really like our teacher and we worked really hard to set up high school and the IEP
It's great! And very convenient with the meetings over the phone and just uploading work samples with the seesaw app.
I enjoy working in a virtual environment
I enjoy the freedom to choose programs that best fit my children’s learning style and needs.
My children love Homeschool. They have so many choices and opportunities that they would not have in a public school setting. They are able to 
work at their own pace and spend time on topics that interest them. We are able to spend more time outside exploring nature. They get to do 
hands on exploration and experiments. They are becoming thinkers and not just regurgitaters.



CCS has been a positive switch from traditional school for my son. He is able to work at his own pace, and learn at the same time. He is able to 
redo low test scores, go back and understand why he got the problem, answer wrong and fix it.
We mainly attend for the “school” experience and social fun. It takes away from teaching at home, so we are grateful that it is full of good 
learning for the younger students.
We like the flexibility
Our experience so far has been a very good one.  We appreciate our facilitator and the help she extends to us.  As well as the school and the 
opportunities it presents to our family in the way of academics.
I love ccs online program. And the feed back I get from my teacher's and counselor
I find it more enriching than public school.
We love the teachers at the options program.  They are engaging, challenging and stimulating.  Mrs. Hardy and Mrs. Gallagher make it worth the 
long drive.
1. My EF is excellent.
2. The school providing summer funds. 
3. We enjoy the Monday newsletter. 
4. The seesaw app is user friendly. 
5. Positive experience for my scholar. 
It is a good environment & positive fit for us
Much Better Value and Learning-  than traditional public schools....  we know this  because Angie was curious.... and she tried a regular school 
for a few days ... turns out Angie was ahead of the class ...  and the school was in a middle class school in Temecula , Ca
We got everything we wanted on our vendor list requests. We like Jeanne and Kristy.
CCS consists of a positive learning environment, that encourages kids of all ages to learn (especially 8th Grade teachers Mrs. Tatum and Mrs. 
Wood).
My child and I have both really enjoyed compass.
Homeschooling
My son is not able to get the attention he needs in a classroom. He needs learning material that is tailored to his level.
overall very satisfied with the program and CCS teachers and staff members.
It's a great AND flexible online program. My daughter can pursue her acting career and attend school.
We are fond of the Navigators program teachers and community.
The Navigator program is fantastic!
We wanted to go "private" but will continue with the options program because it's accredited and it affords us a lot of freedom, which we really 
need.
The school is a good fit for my son
We love the Navigator and Voyager programs! The teachers are phenomenal and the hands on learning is amazing!
l like the school.
We love the teachers through the Navigator community.
We had the best year 17/18 we love Compass & the staff & online school options.
The student can’t be class clown or be disrespectful to the teacher or disrupt the class.
the philosophy and culture of CCS is wonderful!
It's my son's senior year and we are so excited.
We love this program so much and we now will have two scholars attending.
The curses offered are good....it is safer then public school.
This program and curriculum is wonderful and allows me as a working parent with a very different schedule than most people, the possible to 
give a great education to my daughter.
It Flexible schedule is awesome. Most importantly Jacob is flourishing and love it
This was my first year homeschooling I loved homeschooling and Me EF and compass where amazing
I believe in the potential of CCS
The teachers are amazing to work with.
We appreciate the staff and overall school program.
I love this school and want to see where it goes.
Our family enjoys the flexibility, accountability, and support that compass provides.
I love working in my team and with the families we have.
I love CCS and believe we are helping scholars succeed in education and preparing them for their futures, to be independent and self directed 
learners and adults.
I absolutely LOVE this school!
I love my scholars/familes and I love the culture of Compass Charter Schools!
We are happy with this form of study method. I think is a good school. This is going to be our second year here and I hope not the last.
I love that our school puts the scholar and parent first and values its employees. I feel heard and appreciated as a team member.
The improvement in my son, compared to his previous school, is remarkeable and his progress is unbelieveable.
I am returning because I very much enjoy working at Compass and feel strongly committed to seeing this school continue to grow, and have built 
wonderful relationships with my scholars and families, and my team.
There is flexibility for my student.



CCS is committed to scholar success.
I enjoy working here and love my team of people that I work with. I can see where things are improving and hope to see us grow more in the 
future
I work here...but I love it too!
We love it here and my son will be a senior and our daughter a sophomore.
I love our program. The teachers are so dedicated to scholars and we offer so many opportunities for them beyond their academics. I also feel 
extremely supported on the admin side.
CCS gets it right
Opportunity to serve scholars and to help them to acieve academic success.
We are bless that we found the right school for us that care about the scholars needs and parents. To give every child the opportunities of 
education and learn on their time manner. Thank you CCS
I will be returning because I am extremely satisfied with what CCS has to offer.



Q14: Do you have any other feedback on either the 2017-18 year or feedback for the 
upcoming 2018-19 year that you would like to share with staff?

I really enjoyed the State testing this year. The staff made it really easy to focus. It was a little disorganized because the names were like all the 
place because I got called and my sister didn't even have a card.
I think the online platform can be expanded so that kids can maybe use VR headsets to have virtual class sessions, that would be cool.
Oh I wish that my scholars teachers  Interactions and emails were actually personalized to my scholar and not blanket emails without any personal  
Information about how my  Scholar was doing in school. Even the conference we  Had related only to one of her classes and no other information  
Was a bailout bailable from any other teacher.
Provide online math and science activities to elementary school students
It would be nice to have a calendar tab that the scholars can open with the Q&A/L.Labs already scheduled & it's link to go directly to the lab. (I know 
there is Google calendar) but it'd be nice to have one pop up directly from the CCS tab when one logs on. 
Just a thought. 
Thank you very much CCS for everything!!! 
I have enjoyed my time on the Board and working with all at Compass.
We have really enjoyed working with ms. Kohler. :)
Thank you for the amazing elementary teachers you have and giving my child weeks of fun labs to attend and learn more.
It is important for my Visual Arts major to get high school credit for her Art Classes and advanced level of certain subjects, listed out on her 
transcript, not just say "English 9" if she is taking "Advanced British Literature". We are working on how to show that on her transcript.
I would like the lessons to be a little more straightforward at least for middle school and up. But still have the explanations to make sure you get what 
you are studying
Everyone we have communicated with has done so in an expeditious and professional manner.  Staff members show genuine concern for the needs 
of the individual student and learning coach and are very helpful when creating a strategy for student success.  THANK YOU!!!!
It at the moment, things have been going very smoothly so far. Thank you!
I love what compass charter is all about and how they help and teach my children.  the teachers and staff are all very professional and helpful.
Thank you to Mrs. Love, Mrs. Fisher, Mr. Thompson, Mrs. Burns, Mrs. Collier, Mrs. MacAlpine, Ms. Mae Van Vooren, and Mr. JJ Lewis -- we love 
and appreciate Compass as a family because of all the things you have all done to make things as wonderful for us as possible :)
Great job! Everyone I've interacted with this past year has been helpful, nice and prompt.
Kelli was above and beyond awesome. She always made all our interactions warm and encouraging. I never felt hesitant to email her or that my 
question was 
"too dumb". She felt more like a friend and less like some professional lady I had to deal with for my sons sake lol. Thank you Kelli. You put me at 
ease many times! 
I wish you offered music lessons, like band.
The more the teachers go over in the learning lab for the lesson in due that week, the easier it is. It is a little less useful going over lessons we have 
already done. I would say that for the students that still need to go over the previous lesson, maybe they could talk one on one.
We would love to be in Mrs Fischer class next year
Field trips through Explorer are currently limited to one teacher kit (parent ticket) per family. I have two daughters with Compass. I also have a 
toddler. It would be extremely helpful if I could purchase 2 teacher kits. Especially because attending these field trips means paying out of pocket for 
my husbandâ€™s ticket because I feel safer having him with us, instead of just me with three little girls. I wouldâ€™ve loved to have taken more 
field trips through Explorer Field Trips this year, but this limitation, prevented those trips.
Good first year of experiencing "homeschooling"
It would be so helpful to have personality profiles for students and parents. A lot of homeschooling struggles stem from communication breakdowns 
and lack of properly motivating our children. I'd love to see personality tests made available and maybe a follow up seminar for both scholars and 
parents.
This program has really helped me succeed academically and independently.
If your school would stick with the same platform and processes for the following year we would have stayed. But every year we have had to learn 
and implement new processes and platforms that only delay her learning and add to a great deal of stress for my scholar.
Update the curriculum
The teachers are awesome. The program is really good.
Thanks for the excellency you demostrate in helping our kids to succed.Keep up the good work, God bless all of you.
Great staff, very understanding, helpful . . . thank you :)
I would like to see more educational field trips the kids can engage in.
I was interested in the Options program- I think that's what it was called- but it was very confusing and I didn't understand at all what we ought to do 
to use it.
I think learning labs should be optional. Being someone with anxiety, Learning Labs are extreamly hard for me.
I only wish we had more activities closer to were we live. Or even could have a "school" discount to activities.(pumpkin patch, zoo ext) we are Not 
very close to Modesto so to get out that direction is hard. I also think its hard to see all the activities in the page we barely us. I think it should be 
easier to send out info in the email.
I would like to Thank The Staff And My Teacher.
We love CCS! Wish we knew about it sooner. Keep up the good work. God Bless :)
to tell mrs love and shumaker i said you are the best teaches ever
I believe the school should have more activities for scholars , that public schools do have . I've been in public school my whole life a recently 
transferred to online school my sophomore year and I miss the invovlment of public school , like rally's,  spirit week , field trips , games, dances , etc



Please add Amazon as a vendor and provide faster shipping for orders. Thank you!
We were assigned a EF late and then switched mid fall and that was a little jarring for a new family.  I felt like I had just gotten with the routine and 
then things were a little bit different.  Also, from having a friend that uses Compass, it sounds like different EF's know of different 
opportunities/curriculum.  It may be because I ask different questions etc but ours could maybe talk about engagement and field trips more-I found 
out about Astrocamp through a friend who found out through her EF (I know it is on the calendar too).  But if an EF sees that a kid is really into 
history, suggest we make time for one of the reenactments or go to the tar pit field trip for my bug loving girl?  I guess my suggestion is to have the 
EF push the compass program more.
I am grateful to your school for the amazing work you all do and the support than my son and myself receive.
Please include more field trip.
It would be great to have a 2 week window for the benchmarks.
I feel that the learning labs are too long and time consuming especially for scholars who are behind on work and need to catch up. I think learning 
labs should be short and sweet and have a very low impact on your grade for kids who cannot attend.
Would love a variety of electives
I love Compass! My only recommendation for next year is a longer benchmark window. It was tough for my kinder to complete it within 5 days. Other 
than that, you have an impressive program. Thank you for a great school year Kelli McCaulley!
I really enjoyed seeing Compass at outings I was at. Karle does a great job with those. I love the Facebook photoshare and family page and the 
culture thatâ€™s been established there. I would love roll-over funds to be possible, and an enrichment day like other charters have thatâ€™s free, 
(or a small fee) to learn with local Compass kids and parents here in the Fresno area.

In the interest of planning forward it would be nice if families were provided with or have access to a list of non-consumable items they have and a 
sheet of Compass stickers to identify items we will be continuing to use.
It would also be helpful if there was some parent accessible online tracking system for available funds.  The current system can be difficult since 
actual shipping fees and the final charges are unknown to the parents.  I know my E.F. Is happy to help me get the balance but it would be helpful to 
have access late at night when parents are up planning and children are sleeping.
I also find it odd that the home office is located in Westlake Village and yet the Learning Center is in Orange County.  I selected Compass thinking 
there would be a selection of local activities or options for drop off classes now and then.  I have found the opposite to be true and find myself in 
long commutes for field trips to Los Angeles when there are learning opportunities all over Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties. 
I also find it a challenge that curriculum  ordering is restricted until the first day of school.  We start out in the hole, waiting for books to be delivered, 
while we try to start teaching without materials and then once materials arrive it takes time to read the information to get a lesson plan in place.  This 
scenario creates a horrible first month.  If ordering access were provided a week or two before it would be a great help.
I think standards and grade level expectations need to be emphasized at the beginning of the school year before ordering curriculum. As a former 
teacher we always studied the standards when planning for the year. I have a hard time locating the standards when I need them. I usually look on 
the internet to find what Iâ€™m looking for. Maybe they could be included in the orientation. 
I would also like to see labels sent to us from Compass so we can put them on all of the school items that need to be returned. 
I was suppose to have a on line conference with my sons teacher. She rescheduled me. I reached out to her several times to reschedule with no 
answer. It been weeks.
There is a significant bully culture that happens on the playground. The graduating class has been particularly toxic over the last few years, but it is 
clear in all grades. Weâ€™d like to see a much larger emphasis on kindness, empathy, manners and character, especially for those newer to 
homeschooling.
Give time for absences. Can be overwhelming to catch up
Continue to relate to every students needs as individual and allow for them to learn according to their abilities and needs.  Thank you
We are very pleased with the program.  I would love to see a similar program offered to high school students. Currently, CCS is only offering an 
online program. My child will be in 8th grade this coming year.
We just want to express our continuing appreciation of all staff and the opportunity to engage in such a fantastic program! Bless you all!
1.Provide families with a simple attendance record. The current one being used is not user friendly. 
2. Provide scholars with events/field trips  in the Inland Empire. 
3. Increase vendors in the Inland Empire

Thank you for all you do! We love interacting with CCS teachers and with JJ. It feels great to have so many opportunities to connect with the staff 
and administration. Well done, Compass!
Enrichment classes need to be better - higher quality teachers willing to plan ahead of class and able to institute positive classroom management
We'd love to have Morgan back as our EF.
Can the checkpoint tests point out the problem, so I could fix my mistake instead of saying, "Incorrect."?
I didn't like the fact going through 3 different EF's at the beginning of year.
This year was great! Looking forward to 2018-19 school year.
It would be helpful if the different sites could be incorporated or accessed from a central location to minimize having too many different sites to get 
familiar with and numerous log-ins and passwords to track for each site. Would also make it easier for parents that need to restrict website access 
and security controls by having fewer sites to list for allowing access.
Learning Labs should only take 30 minutes instead of 1 hour. Also, so far the "electives" for middle school were not age-appropriate (they all 
referred to the scholar as either "now that you are in high school, or college"
I think the JPL tour was awesome but I think it was a bit long for such a large group.  The kids lost their attention by the time they got to the best part 
"the Control Room".
Excellent staff and teachers. Mandi Schwartzberg has been an outstanding counselor. She has always made herself available for assistance and 
provided professional and knowledgeable leadership.
Have parent workshops with childcare provided



I receive too much information from Compass. I get classroom emails from my kids' teachers, which I value, as well as information that comes 
through the EFs that I need for deadlines and reminders. However, I also receive a lot of additional information from Compass that seems excessive 
and/or redundant. I would love if information that is needed was processed and distributed through teachers and EFs with whom I already have a 
relationship, and I received nothing else.
Better curriculum choices, TenMarks and maxscholar we're not a good fit for my daughter. I already tried K12 for two years and marks 10. Neither 
are a good fit for my daughter. She is going into 5th grade and has an IEP and is still at a reading level of first grade I need her to progress forward 
so I am looking for a better curriculum fit with a different School.
Sometimes it takes many "steps" to access information, etc.  Simplifying things would be helpful.  (ex:  ordering curriculum - it its "typed" in by 
myself, the EF and then the person who does the ordering.)  It seems as if there are more efficient ways of doing some things like this...Staff is 
wonderful, kind and caring!  WE LOVE DR. B!  (Beasley)
All the emails are a little overwhelming, especially the ones from smore. Sometimes less is more.
I would like to see other languages options to learn. I wish my son can take extra classes in learning another language like Japanese or mandarin.
The staff has been amazing! Would LOVE more student face to face interaction and advanced classes!! It would make this program PERFECT!
I would love the state testing to be offered online through your website. I have 3 students in this school and it is very difficult to leave work and take 
the metro bus on different days to take them on and to the designated testing sites...not only that, but finances are low and bus rides are not very 
considerate. The sites are some distance away and i have to stay within the site area until they are done, making it difficult to find accomadations for 
my other children at other schools and elderly person that i take care of. Please...hopefully this can be fixed as i don't want my kids to miss testing 
days if i cannot get days off or other people to take care of siblings and elders in household.
A link to Nooddleverse, the frog educational games, addition- multiplication-division-subtraction games and other learning/educational games 
websitesâ€™ links on the PSP or on the k12 pages ... these links are on specific lessons, but it would be great to have them on the home page of 
the k12 pages so we can access it anytime.
Lanes program needs additional curriculum to bridge the gaps in learning. It should not continue with just MaxScholar for ELA.
I'd really like more opportunities to connect with other compass families in the Central Valley.
As a staff member, I  would like to see the results of the marketing events we are committing to.  It is difficult for many of us to commit to so many 
events on the weekends/nights, while not knowing if it's actually bringing in  more scholars. It would helpful to know that if 20 families sign our sheet, 
what number of those actually enroll. Having this knowledge would help those extra times away from family. Or offering staff an extra stipend for 
attending and working these events. I've heard other schools do this and it might help get more staff committing on the weekends and nights.
This is feedback that I have had from new families; "Upon enrolling in Compass, there is a ton of information to go through and learn in a very short 
time, especially with multiple scholars/different grade levels.  If we could get more targeted training that would be helpful and less stressful. Learning 
one new task at a time would be more effective than trying to learn everything at the same time."
Having said that, I am amazed at how thorough and organized the youtube videos and prepared emails are for families and staff. I really think 
everyone at Compass works well as a team, supportive community and it is such a positive working environment. I am happy to be part of this 
organization! Thanks especially to JJ, Mae and Kristy!
Lots of changes for this upcoming year but feel like working for a school that listens and values feedback is great, so change is for the good! We 
must be adaptable and willing to always want to improve ourselves. :)
I hope that many families find out how great this school is and know that figuring out exactly how your child/ren learn and understand the world 
around them is the first step to their child's overall success in life. The second step is enrolling at Compass and never looking back.
1) Simplify attendance record ( online)
2) Increae local vendors ( Inland Empire) opportunities for scholars ( options program)

Some choices for college courses.
Exposure to careers in technology such as podcasting, online blogging as a career, computer sciences, networking computers. Also, affirming the 
value of families and patriotism that is the foundation of our country.
I am concerned w/ some lack of scholar/staff support in roles for the next year. It would be great if we had a dedicated RTI position - even if it's just 
one that encompasses all grades. I feel this year we had a much better process/handle on truant scholars.
I would love to meet with a Strong Mind person and go over a few things with them one day
With all the ups and downs this year, it has been an amazing year.
As an employee who has worked with multiple charter schools, I respect the highly ethical culture and willingness to accept and implement 
employee and family critique and recommendations for continued growth.


